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Dedication: 
 
To the aspiring roads1 scholar, may your longest lasting affliction be the travel bug. 
Travel is a learning experience of its own. It is a simultaneous history, language, 
cultural and geography lesson. Not only that, with a backpack, it is also a good 
workout to significantly increase fitness. 
 
 

Preface 
 
 
This is the sequel to the Patagonia Papers. In that book, the main character, Albie 
Fine, flew into Santiago, went South around the bottom of South America and flew 
out of Buenos Aires in a thirty-day span over Christmas and New Year (1997 to 
1998). In this story, Papers in the Wastebasket, he flew into and out of Santiago 
but went North to Peru and Bolivia2 over a sixty-day span in September and 
October (1999). 
 
The following text and photographs are from Albie’s vision of that part of the world 
where a visitor may be asked “Por favor Señor, papers in the wastebasket, not down 
the toilet!” Albie first got the idea for the title of this book from a sign in a washroom 
in Ushuaia of the Argentinian part of Tierra del Fuego which said, “No tirar papel 
higiénico u otros elementos en el inodoro3.” An English sign in Cuzco, Peru, 
explicitly said, “Papers in the Wastebasket.” 
 
This book, like Patagonia Papers is a guidebook and a storybook in one. The reader 
should not worry that it is a diatribe about toilets. There is no underlying toilet theme. 
However, it is Albie’s wish that people do not flush the Earth down the toilet. It does 
not fit in the wastebasket, so it should be treated well. People should be able to enjoy 
clean air, water, cities, beaches and most of all, travel. There is so much of the Earth 
that is worth seeing and saving. Not only that, travel demonstrates just how lucky 
Canadians and Americans are. 
 
Thoughts of the fleeting nature of the Earth accompanied Albie as he wondered 
whether good ole Coriolis would give a different spin to the culture in a remote part 
of the world. The differences fascinated him, but most importantly of all, summer 
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was just around the corner. Perhaps, he could see the Southern Cross again. At the 
beginning of September, it was cloudy and rainy every day. Being rained on and 
misunderstood, he could have been in Vancouver, BC and saved the airfare. Because 
of this book, of course, the reader may be inclined to visit that part of the world to 
form a vision of his own. 
 
Travel journals and documents accompanied Albie in plastic grocery bags which at 
home lined his wastebaskets. Reading his journals and looking at photographs to 
write this book made him relive his pleasant journeys. This book will allow the 
reader to do the same. 
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1.   ¿Santa Desdemona? 
Within Sight of the Majestic Andes ... Sometimes 

 
 
 

1.1   The Arrival 
 
Albie went down south from Trail, BC. His flight was from Calgary, Alberta to 
Dallas, Texas and then to Santiago, Chile. Road transportation got him the eight 
hours to Calgary with a stop in Fernie, BC to visit his sister and family. His sister 
had lived in Prince Rupert, and Albie hoped this would not give him bad luck with 
rain. 
 
In Calgary, he stayed with a buddy, and they went to a baseball game between the 
Calgary Cannons and the Edmonton Trappers. The Calgary Cannons were a minor 
league baseball team from 1985 to 2002. They became the Albuquerque, New 
Mexico Isotopes4. He knew he would get an opportunity to contrast that game with 
fútbol. 
 
Travel is not trivial to get to Santiago, but Albie had a strong attraction. Apparently 
gravity works because people are pulled toward the centre of the Earth. For Albie 
there seems to be a pull to a point on the surface of the Earth. This is fortunate 
because Earth’s centre can hardly be reached in fourteen hours. There is a lot of 
digging through rock. 
 
Albie still felt a little like Jules Verne as he got off the plane 33.5 degrees south of 
the equator in Santiago, Chile, the San Diego of the South in latitude anyways. Albie 
chose Santiago the first time to access Patagonia, the southern most reaches of the 
South American continent. At that time, Albie flew in and stayed only long enough 
to see the Mary statue hill (Cerro San Cristobal), to touch base with the Navimag 
ferry office and to visit Valparaiso before heading south to Curico. He only spent 
two days, but this time it was longer. 
 
From the airport, the $5 USD minivan took Albie to where he had stayed at the 
beginning of the Patagonia trip. Hotel Paris was on a cobblestone street with a 
European feel, and it was a short walk to the hills in the city. It was a nice-looking 
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place with an inner courtyard and tables at which to eat. A bell rings when people 
enter, and late at night, guests must knock. Upstairs rooms were very quiet. The 
place was bright and clean. 
 
However, it felt like Albie had stayed there 1,000 nights. Was it because the place 
had an exotic feel without being in Arabia? Partially. However, it was 1,000 nights 
because according to the Lonely Planet, it rented rooms by the hour. In spite of the 
warning, it was still a nice place. Albie stayed around a total of three weeks which 
was about 720 hours. 
 
The hotel was close to the hills of Santiago, and it was also close to shopping which 
was a different experience. In many stores, the goods were not accessible to the 
public. The costumer had to find the item behind a counter, pay for it at the cashier 
and then go to the retrieval desk to get it. A customer could not ask the cashier where 
something was, even if that person was the only clerk currently available because 
that was not his job. The cashier has only one function, namely, to take payment. 
Those were the rules. 
 
 

1.2   Spring Time in Santiago 
 
Albie left the Northern Hemisphere when the first day of school tells people that 
summer is gone, and winter is on its way. In Santiago, it was the end of August, and 
winter was leaving. However, it still lingered because a cold crispness was present 
in the air and on rainy days, it was uncomfortably cold, sometimes eight degrees 
Celsius at night. This was somewhat reminiscent of Vancouver winters in British 
Columbia. 
 
The mountains were covered in snow at the top, leaving a picturesque scene 
whenever the haze of Santiago allowed it. The blossoms and the buds had started 
shedding their winter coats, and the beauty could not escape notice.  
 
Albie’s favourite spot in the city was the lookout at the top of Cerro Santa Lucia. He 
enjoyed sitting at the lookout watching the city below and the Andes in the distance. 
The lookout opened after sunrise and closed at sunset. 
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The guards had to chase Albie out at sunset because the haze which almost obscured 
the Andes in the afternoon relented, and with the reds and oranges of the sunset, it 
was hard to put his camera away. This was the best time to take photographs, but 
this hardly concerned the guards who were preoccupied with public safety. To make 
a city park safe, the gates were locked, and when the gates were open, there was a 
sign-in sheet. Albie scanned the sign-in list each time he went in, making sure there 
was no Jack D. Ripper. 
 
 

1.3   Fútbol Matches 
 
Fútbolistas are revered in Chile. Perhaps, the reverence is a little stronger than in 
Canada because the poor in Chile have little else. While in Chile, Albie saw two 
fútbol partidos which should not be confused with (grid iron) football. He, in actual 
fact, did watch American Football in Chile. The Chileans and Argentineans call 
themselves Americans. Albie had a Canadian boss who was so good at his job that 
he talked soccer all the time. He would have been at home in South America. 
 
 

1.3.1 Colo Colo 
 
Soccer games can actually get rained out. Albie thought that was odd. He went to 
see Colo Colo (of Santiago) in a downpour. This team had been the champions for 
the previous three years. Were they supposed to be playing Pepsi Pepsi? Albie forgot 
whom, but asking for Cola Cola games got no satisfactory answer. Nobody 
understood him as usual. Just one letter made a huge difference to being understood 
or not. 
 
When he got to the stadium, the rain was quite heavy, and the field had a lake at one 
end. Where were the kids sailing model yachts? It started to make sense why the 
game had been cancelled. 
 
Albie copied the Colo Colo hymn5 from an inside wall. It was composed by Carlos 
Ulloa Díaz in 1943. It had words like champion, glory, valor and heart (corazón) He 
looked around, and the place had a familiar feel. He was in the soccer equivalent of 
the Maple Leaf Gardens or the Montréal Forum. 
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Colo Colo was actually not going to win the title this year. They could not catch the 
first-place team. Universidad de Chile was hot. Soccer may not be as tough as North 
American football which is held in ice, snow or rain, and it does not have as much 
scoring, but nevertheless, it is exciting. 
 
 

1.3.2   Universidad Catolica 
 
Albie’s first soccer match in Chile was at the Universidad Catolica (also a team of 
Santiago). He was told to catch the city bus with the name of the stadium on the 
front. O’Higgins boulevard had parallel bus stops, so there was not much time to 
find the correct bus. A bus did not stop if there was only one person at the stop, and 
he did not wave. That was the Chilean wave which is not to be confused with the 
Mexican wave. 
 
In the front window of every bus there was a sign with six or seven lines of names. 
There was no time to read all the names. He panicked with about six buses charging 
down on his stop, and he settled on bus 342. At least it went east. When it stopped 
going East, Albie got off and started walking. He stopped to ask for directions which 
also served to practise his pidgin Spanish. Though, he was not sure what language 
pigeons really speak. Is it pigeon pidgin or pidgin pigeon? 
 
“Taxi, you have to take a taxi, it is too far.” A local confirmed that he was on the 
right track, and he continued walking. Locals always recommend the expensive 
route because tourists always have money even if they have a stylish hole in their 
jeans. It was just above the knee like a rock star of course, but that was where the 
similarity ended. 
 
“They flew, so they have money” goes through the minds of locals helping tourists. 
At least they want to help. He walked for about an hour, and then he finally crossed 
the bus route as he got closer to the stadium. Now, he had time to read the front of 
the bus. Bus 327 was the bus he wanted, and Estado UC was the name he needed. 
He wanted the walk, but time was becoming short, so he flagged the bus down. 
 
He got to the stadium in time and bought his ticket at the first booth he saw. It makes 
a difference from which booth a ticket is bought. That decides the section. At least 
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it was the cheap section. Albie sat beside a cordoned-off area of seats he assumed 
were for the band. A drummer was already there. Would the other instruments arrive 
later? The end zone section was fenced off from the field and the other sections. 
 
Before the game started, Albie watched two kids play with a soccer ball. One was 
older in his teens and the other was younger. The older one could keep the ball to 
himself for a long string of hits, and they were both quite adept at passing the ball to 
each other. The ball never hit the ground because fútbol was in their blood. There 
were not many other sports taking up their interest. 
 
Just before the game got underway, the band was in place. No other instruments 
showed up. This was a one instrument band. The drum beat away the whole time 
while the fans chanted and cheered. The atmosphere was like the NCAA football 
championship game in January but a little more frenzied. The spectators of the 
Calgary baseball game were very subdued in comparison. 
 
Albie was never able to count the number of chants or songs the Chileans knew. It 
was either one that lasted ninety minutes with a break at the half or it was two, one 
in the first half and one in the second half. It was probably more, but variety was not 
as important as what was going on the field. Catolica won four goals to one. 
 
 

1.3.3   Italiano 
 
The second match Albie watched in Chile was between Cobreloa (Calama) and 
Italiano (La Florida part of Santiago). This match was at a different stadium in 
metropolitan Santiago. Albie could see from the colours of everybody’s shirts that 
the stands were like a garden of spectators. Where Albie was sitting was equally 
divided between the fans for each team involved. He sat down near centre field not 
far from the orange shirts. 
 
He noticed that the field had the required barbed-wire fence, but it was still deemed 
necessary for the officials to be escorted on and off of the field by fully equipped 
riot police. They had their sidearm, a truncheon or a night stick, helmet and full body 
shield. There were seven of them. So, if a referee made a bad call, he was living 
dangerously. With an escort, a referee is free to call the game as he sees fit. What 
about the fans? Who protects them from each other? People did not seem to worry 
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about sitting amongst a caged group of excited people. Most proudly wore their 
team’s colours. 
 
Would a nil-nil draw mean a game was boring? No, of course not. However, a lack 
of scoring is often the argument against soccer. It should not be. The game was 
exciting.  
 
In addition to fútbol, the only other game Albie watched in South America was 
chess. He watched a chess game in the covered entrance of the Museo Chileno de 
Arte Pre-Colombino. At one point, everybody started getting excited, and yet fútbol 
was not involved. Not only that, nothing exciting had happened in the chess game. 
What, did Elvis pass by again? Albie could not even see one Elvis impersonator, but 
everybody was still excited and exuberant. Was there a coup d’état? No, Albie saw 
no armed men. He had to ask, “¿Que pasa?.  
 
“Nieve.” was the answer. There was snow, but Albie had to look twice, Any skier 
knew fresh snow was a cause for excitement, but it melted as it hit the ground. 
Nothing stayed on the ground where he was, but he found out later from his art 
instructor that this was the first snowfall in forty years in the city itself. 
 
It was time to break out the skis, but nobody had skis. Did snow signal the end of 
the world? Albie felt safe. He had waited for the end of the world on 9 9 99 but it 
never happened. It never did for Y2K either. Does a person who cannot spell Y2K 
really exist? Yes, they believe snow signals the end of the world. There always 
seemed to be the end of the world due to something believed by simpletons. 
 
 

1.4   Poesía 
 
In addition to fútbolistas, poets are revered in Chile. Two Chilean poets have 
received the Nobel prize in literature, Pablo Neruda and school teacher, Gabriela 
Mistral. An entire area of Santiago was named for Mistral’s award, Suecia. That´s 
Sweden, the country where Gabriela Mistral (1889-1957) was awarded her prize. 
 
Suecia was the night club area of Santiago (Providencia). There were bar names like 
Mr. Ed, Green Bull, Woodstock Pub, Havana Club, Viva Mejico, Old Boston and 
the Zeppel-Inn Pub. Albie saw the Gypsy Kings play Chilean music (Spanish) at the 
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Zeppel-Inn. It was good but there was no black dog6. According to Wikipedia, 
Suecia was nicknamed Sucia (dirty) and the nightclubs have disappeared7. 
 
Were there any signs of poetry? Yes. The Cerro Santa Lucia was locked up, but that 
did not prevent people begging for money on the way into the park. The square 
below the entrance at Sta Lucia (Santa Loo see ah) and the Alameda (Avenida 
Libertador Bernardo O’Higgins) was a favourite hangout for students and poets. 
 
Being someone who could afford airfare, Albie was a target. The beggars would 
strike up a conversation to break the ice, or what it really did was to allow them to 
ascertain which poem to offer. They had a poem in several different languages for 
which the recipient would give a donation. Albie saw several such poems.  
 
Hearing the word, “Lee-vee-yet8, nyet,” (Привет, нет translated hi, no) they would 
give a poem in Russian, or the phrase “Non, merci j’en ai un” would solicit a French 
poem. “Guten tag” got a poem in German. These beggars were certainly high IQ 
students of life. Albie never did check Indonesian. He also knew a few words in that 
language which were just enough to get a beer or a taxi. In Italian, he decided to be 
cooperative. Ciao, come stai, Adoro la poesia. They would never believe an Italian 
did not like poetry. Albie got a poem in Italian. 
 
Cerro Santa Lucia did not by any means have the monopoly on great views. Cerro 
San Cristobal was an alternate spot with better hours and a funicular (a cable train 
on tracks) to the top. Albie also tried the easy hike up the back of the mountain. The 
funicular did not require personal sunscreen and water. The bonus with this alternate 
hill was it was open for the sunset. 
 
The hill of San Cristobal and the city are dominated by the statue of Mary. That 
statue alone indicates that Chile is a religious country. Albie did not really think 
Santiago was named for the Shakespearean villain of Othello, but perhaps, it should 
have been named Santa Maria. On the way down from San Cristobal, the sign 
counting the seconds to the new millennium, that had been present in 1997, was 
missing. It was still 1999. 
 
Another difference from home, probably due to Coriolis, was that streets get named 
for dates of historical importance. September seemed to be the month for Chilean 
national holidays. September 6 was a celebrated holiday in place of September 11 
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which was the day Pinochet took over the country with a military coup in 19739. The 
deposed Chilean communist president, Salvador Allende of the Unidad Popular 
socialist party, committed suicide on the same day. Albie wondered if Jack 
Kevorkian was present. Allende made the country destitute and poised for a dictator 
with his democratic socialism. He was South America’s first elected Marxist10. 
Isabel Allende wrote a book about her father. 
 
 

1.5   Art 
 
A main goal of Albie was to take art lessons from a Chilean artist. In the Nacional 
Libreria art store, he got a name of an artist from a bulletin board. Eduardo Aguilar 
Jousse lived in a suburb of Santiago called la Reina. He was a painter who used 
figures from statues as his guides. His art was quite impressive. 
 
Albie took daily lessons over a two-week span which ended when Albie went north 
to Arica. Eduardo took two years of engineering, and became a Math teacher. To his 
father’s chagrin, he left teaching to pursue his art. 
 
Albie and Eduardo talked about many things on the subjects of Chilean art and 
history. He had read Isabel’s book and liked it. When they got down to art, Eduardo 
had Albie start by sketching in pencil various objects in light and shadow. These 
objects were a ball, a cube, a cylinder, a banana and an egg. These objects would aid 
in landscape and figure painting. The body was composed of a sphere and 
interconnecting cylinders. Trees were essentially cylinders. Sketching only whetted 
Albie’s appetite for more art. 
 
Albie saw a Yoko Ono art exhibit in the contemporary art gallery (Museo de Arte 
Contemporaneo). It was modern art that was quite all right. Nevertheless, it became 
apparent that she may have gotten this exhibit because of her name, being the wife 
of the late John Lennon. 
 
The exhibit consisted of several empty rooms painted in white. Each room had one 
or two words here and there. “the sky is blue”. The exhibit was likely a success 
because it made a person think about the boundaries of art. Albie did not think a 
white room with a couple of words was his thing, but it could invariably be 
somebody else’s. 
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She had one cool thing, however, which was a chess board. The visitors to the gallery 
could play chess. There were six sets waiting for players. They looked normal. 
People were playing. Albie did not pay much attention at first until he noticed that 
the pieces were all white. 
 
That is great, there can be no argument about who is white but ¿which white starts 
first? (Spanish questions are started by an upside-down question mark.) Having one 
colour should not be too much of a problem for those playing or for the people 
watching from the beginning, but it certainly was confusing half way through. 
 
In a nearby room, there was a wish tree. Each visitor could write a wish on a small 
piece of paper, and it would be hung in the tree. Albie wrote “Encouragement is nice, 
but money should be given to Chilean artists.” Perhaps the exhibit was good in that 
it may give people an impetus to do art themselves. However, some may just say, 
“My kid could do that.” Furthermore, artists must experiment, but is the sky really 
blue? In painting skies, Albie has used more than the blue that comes out of a tube. 
The sky is not just blue. It may contain some white, yellow, purple, red and orange. 
 
There were wishes in the tree for world peace and the end of world hunger. Albie 
thought those were a given. The curator of the exhibit must know that Albie’s wish 
was his third wish. Who would not wish for world peace and an end to world hunger? 
 
Albie also visited the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes. On approaching the entrance, 
an art lover cannot help but notice the fantastic bronze sculpture outside of the 
building. It was Icarus and Daedalus by Chilean sculptor, Rebeca Matte Bello who 
lived from 1875 to 192911. The gallery had other work in marble by her inside. 
 
The gallery also had a Picasso exhibit. The Toros of Picasso exhibit in the fine arts 
museum was the antithesis of the Yoko Ono exhibit. Picasso captured the essence of 
a bull in just a few lines. It was quite impressive. Art is a matter of taste, so there 
were likely people who preferred Yoko Ono’s exhibit. The important question is, 
“does the art do anything for oneself?” 
 
A Canadian art professor told Albie in the new millennium that he should not worry 
about what others do for artistic release. If a piece of art does nothing for a person, 
he should just find something that does because there is plenty of art out there. Her 
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attitude towards the painting of three vertical stripes (Voice of Fire) by Barnett 
Newman that the Canadian National gallery bought for $1.76 million12 was, “It at 
the very least got people talking about art.” Furthermore, spreading $1.76 million 
over many local artists probably would not grab as many headlines. 
 
Picasso was up Albie’s alley. His sketches of bull fighting were great in more than 
one way. Eureka!!! Albie found his niche...bull fighting. Albie wondered, “How 
does one start bull fighting? Do they start cow fighting first?” However, Albie would 
not want to rush into bull fighting. Cow fighting was more his speed. 
 
Albie also did several pastel sketches sitting in the fine arts gallery. He copied 
paintings he liked using pastels including two by Alberto Valenzuela Llanos. They 
were titled “Manzanillas en flor, 1907” (Chamomiles in bloom) and “Paisaje con 
Cordillera, 1901.” (mountain range landscape) Valenzuela Llanos was a landscape 
artist who lived from 1869 to 1925 and produced around 1,000 paintings. He is 
considered to be one of the four great Chilean masters along with Pedro Lira, Alfredo 
Valenzuela Puelma, and Juan Francisco González13. 
 
 

1.6   An Unfolding Landscape 
 
Albie could not help returning to his favourite spot in the city where the picturesque 
scene spread out before him. The view of the city with the backdrop of the majestic 
Andes was fantastic. Cerro Santa Lucia with its Neptune fountain gave great views 
of the city and peace and quiet to sit back and relax.  
 
It was a great spot to keep his travel log up to date. He came to the park for sunrise 
and sunset, but the park was closed for both. However, he was still able to get some 
good sunset shots when the guard was late. Albie often went there during the day 
between art and Spanish lessons. He was usually left to his thoughts, but once he 
was interrupted by somebody putting a (all along the) Watchtower magazine under 
his nose. Albie said no thanks. He had found out a long time ago that that magazine 
had nothing to do with Jimi Hendrix or Bob Dylan. All along the Watchtower14 was 
a favourite song of his. 
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1.7   Alternate Careers 
 
From his sojourns at Cerro Santa Lucia, Albie was able to think about future job 
professions that he could do if engineering, art and writing did not pan out.  
 
Chile has the rodeo15, but bull fighting is present in Spain, Portugal, Southern France, 
Mexico, Colombia, Peru, Ecuador and Venezuela16. Albie decided that bull fighting 
was out as a profession since he would even be hurt cow fighting. Besides, being an 
animal lover would be a road block to either cow or bull fighting. 
 
Here are some other professions that he saw in Chile that he may consider one day. 
This would be a list of ten, but David Letterman was not in Chile. Therefore, they 
are not given a number. 
 
A gum salesman on a city bus. Albie could go to as many buses as he could flag 
down. He would not chew gum at work as that would cut into his sales. 
 
A ticket collector on a city bus. He would get to subtract mostly 210 from 500 and 
1,000 in his head, but not with a calculator. That would impress some people. 
 
A distributor of flyers for a beauty salon. He would stand on a corner, handing out 
advertisements to people obviously in need. Albie saw this in the street, and told the 
guy, “Don’t you dare.” He did not give Albie one. 
 
A pigeon guardian. The pigeons could certainly use one. Maybe Albie could get a 
government grant as an illegal alien.  
 
A photocopy operator: The customer cannot touch the photocopier. Albie touched 
one once and set all the settings he wanted. The lady in charge told him he had it all 
wrong. She seemed to know better than Albie what he wanted. He would have never 
pressed the faded button. 
 
An evangelist in the street. However, Chevy Chase would be the best for the job. 
 
A magazine stand operator. However, this was an over-saturated market. Standing 
at one stand, at least two more stands could be seen. 
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A student handing out poetry in the park. It was a nice work environment. However, 
Albie would need poetry in many languages besides English. He would certainly 
make sure he had a poem in Indonesian. It would likely be about nasi putih (white 
rice) or sate ayam (chicken satay). 
 
A sidewalk sweeper using a palm frond. 
 
A steward on an inter city bus. He gets to ride shotgun. 
 
A beer nut salesman. There are never enough of them around, and a stove on wheels 
is always nice to have. 
 
A sticker salesman. Stickers are more useful than a person may think. Professors can 
put them on assignments that were copied. 
 
 

1.8   The Dark Side 
 
Another area of Santiago that Albie explored was the large cemetery. He left this to 
his last day in Santiago before flying back to Canada. He walked a long way to the 
cemetery and back. Chile is more advanced than most people give it credit. In the 
cemetery, there was a nurse who took people’s blood pressure. If it were bad, would 
the person not be let out of the cemetery? That saves a lot of the taxpayers money in 
hospital and funeral bills. Albie’s blood pressure was good, so he did not really know 
for sure if the nurse would have kept him in the cemetery. He was not worried about 
the nurse because he had some fried chicken and a schop (a pint of draft beer) after 
his journey to the cemetery. 
 
One thing Albie discovered from his stay in Chile and Argentina was that they are 
not as cheap as the other parts of Latin America he had seen. As a tourist, Albie has 
travelled cheaper across the US with a tent and a car. 
 
Transportation and beer were cheap in Chile. One loaf of bread was 2.25 times more 
expensive than one litre of beer. However, the bottle deposit, called envase, is never 
refunded but just allows a customer to buy the bottle of the exact same type without 
a further deposit. If a person does not understand that darn ENVASE, he need not 
worry. It was just a small tax. 
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Santiago was a beautiful city. It was a pleasant surprise. There were lots of green 
spaces. The city dwellers love their parks, but so do criminals and beggars.  
 
Albie was in the park (Parque Forestal) down from the Fine Arts Museum taking a 
picture of a wrought iron sculpture of people’s silhouettes. He saw kids playing on 
another piece of modern sculpture. Kids seem to be the same everywhere with their 
unique version of showing appreciation for modern sculptures. They climb on them. 
A building in the background looked like a student residence with flags in the 
windows. 
 
Santiago had its dark side. There were no shortage of beggars. Albie was approached 
by a fellow down on his luck asking for change. The kids had parted, and the park 
was empty. Albie said, “Lo siento,” and continued with his photography. Albie 
initially did not picture himself being pushed over and his camera stolen. 
 
However, the fellow was very persistent and eventually threatened to slash Albie’s 
throat and wrists with his finger. Albie did not stick around to see how sharp his 
finger was, or whether any car from the busy road on either side of the narrow park 
would stop. He split in a sprint. Albie could not see how giving him any money at 
that point or any point was a good idea.  
 
Whether he actually would have taken his camera or not was moot, but to the 
indigent, it was a symbol of wealth. Albie, after all, was a millionaire in pesos. 
1,000,000 pesos was around only $2,000 USD. 
 
Albie was ready to leave Santiago to go North. He had done a lot. He had taken art 
and Spanish lessons and had investigated the possibility of going to Aconcagua, the 
subject of the next chapter. He also took part in the independence festivities and 
made several pencil sketches in trying to achieve his noble goal of selling his art one 
day. Although, it sometimes seemed that an easier goal was to use all of the eraser 
at the end of the pencil before either he lost the pencil, or the eraser went hard. 
 
Albie lightened his load by leaving unnecessary belongings such as the guide books 
for Mexico and Central America, at the Hotel Paris. He headed to Arica with the 
intention of returning to Santiago after going to Peru and Bolivia. At the end of every 
chapter, pertinent photographs to that chapter have been added. 
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